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The Analysis of industrial groups for investment by using the factor of financial 

foundation 

Case of: Food Industrial investment 

By Mr. Yuttana Sankot 

Miss. Thanisanan Yougchitnithphakphon 

Abstract 

Nowadays, The advancement of technology make human communication 

around the world. including investments. At present, there are many foreign investors 

who invested in the other areas out side their own countries, and by that, created 

internationa investments around the world. Thailand is also one of the countries 

where many investors, both of Thai and foreigner, are interested in for putting their 

investments on businesses, which bring the growth to the Thai's economy and also 

created varieties of businesses. 

We also interested in the economy and investments and made a lot of studies 

on the investment in the stock exchange. We particulary made studies on food 

industry subjects by making up a model on the Thai's stock markets, and thinks that 

Thailand is a country of agricuture and being famous as one of the leading countries 

in the world on exporting of food: or can also be counted as one of the "backbones 

of the world". 

Furthermore, any kinds of investments are also of high risks. Therefore, to 

become a good and competitive investor one must seek for knowledge, information, 

data, and analyse all the factors that affect the investmets regularly. Should be 

awakened and be in-time with the situations and news concerning changes in the 

markets at all time, also to use instruments to help in making analysis and for the 

decision-making. These things that are mentioned will certainly help an investor to 

become competitive and be able to invest wisely: not as a gambler who puts on an 

investment without any knowledge or data, as an instrument to help for the decision 

making on the investment. 
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